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I. Introduction

During the 3-year period of Contract F19628-81-K-0002, experimental

studies of ion-molecule interactions and reactions and of electron-ion

recombination were carried out via drift tube and microwave afterglow

techniques, respectively.

The ion-molecule interactions and reactions studied included:

a) thermal energy charge transfer and atom transfer when 0++ ions in

both their ground 3P and metastable 1D and IS states collide with He,

029 N2 and CO2 atoms or molecules,

b) mobility differentiation between ground-state and metastable ions;

here 0+, 02+, 0+ and 02++ ions moving in helium or in neon gas,

c) ion-molecule association/dissociation reactions at low temperatures;

here the ions were NO+ , 02+, N+ and N2
+ combining in three-body

collisions at thermal energies (100 K to 400 K) with N2 and CO2 molecules.

The electron-ion recombination studies involved dissociative

recombination between electrons and dimer-cluster ions, here CO+.CO

(and C0+-(C0) 2 ), N2+'N2 and 02+.02. The recombination coefficient was

determined over a wide range of electron temperatures (ambient thermal

to -. 7000 K).

The detailed descriptions of the methods of study, experimental

measurements, results and conclusions for these various topics are given

in papers published or to be published which are described in Sections II

and III and the Appendix.

II. Research Published during the Present Contract

The texts of each of the following papers appears in the Appendix

of this report.

A. Ion-Molecule Reactions
.- n" I1. "Reactions of ground-state and metastable 0++ ions with He,

i ,i,.' ',,', i , , , ., . .. w . . . . _, .. , . .. . _., ,., . . . . . . . . ..- ,; ,
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02, N2 and CO2 at thermal energies", R. Johnsen and

M. A. Biondi.

2. "Mobilities of ground-state and metastable 0
+ , , 2+

and 02+ions in helium and neoA',Rainer Johnsen, Manfred A.
02

Biondi and Makoto Hayashi.

3. "Laboratory measurements of the association rate coefficients

of NO+ , 02 + , N+, and N2+ ions with N2 and C02 at temperatures

between 100 K and 400 K", Seksan Dheandhanoo and Rainer

Johnsen.

B. Electron-Ion Recombination

1. "Electron-temperature dependence of dissociative recombina-

tion of electrons with CO+-(CO)n-series ions", Marlin
Whitaker, Manfred A. Biondi and Rainer Johnsen.

2. "Electron-temperature dependence of dissociative recombi-

nation of electrons with N2+-N2 dimer ions", Marlin

Whitaker, Manfred A. Biondi and Rainer Johnsen.

III. Research Results to be Readied for Publication

A. Recombination of 04+ Ions with Electrons as a Function of Te

Using microwave afterglow techniques similar to those described

in Sec. II B. 1 and 2 the variation of the recombination coefficient

a(04+ ) with electron temperature Te has been determined over the range

140 K < Te < 7600 K and T+ = Tn = 140 K. The results of the studies

may be expressed in the form

a(04 + ) = (3.9 t 0.4) x 1O-6[Te(K)/300] " 55 cm3 /s

Thus the behavior of the dimer ion 02-02 (i.e., 04+ ) is similar to that

observed for CO+.CO and N2+.N2 (i.e., N4
+) ions - a large coefficient

.

- 5 -. 9. . . . . . . .. - ~ 9 . ~*' ~*9
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at 300 K (> 10-6 cm3/sec) and a variation close to Te- 2 These

results will be readied for publication as part of our ongoing work.

Append ix

Texts of papers published in scientific journals during the

period of this contract are given on the following pages.
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Reactions of ground-state and metastable 02+ ions with He,
02, N2, and CO 2 at thermal energies

Rainer Johnsen and Manfred A. Biondi

Department of Physics and Astronomy. University of Pittsburgh. Pittsburgh. Pennsylvania 15260

fReceived 16 July 1980; accepted 10 September 1980)

Evidence is presented that some previous studies of reactions of 0" ions with various atoms and molecules

referred to ion samples composed in part of ions in metastable ('D and/or 'S) states. This finding resolvcs the

3 orders of magnitude discrepancy between previous experimental and calculated rate coefficients for the

' "g O* ('Pi + He charge transfer process. Using a drift tube to distinguish, via arrival time differences, ground-

state 0 ,((P and metastable ions, a rate coefficient of (3.5+± 1.5)X 10- " cm3/sec is obtained for the reaction.

in good agreement with that obtained from ab inttio theoretical calculations. Previous conclusions concerning
• .,reactions of O " with 0. and N,, however, remain valid since the difference in reactivity of ground-state and

% metastable O ions appears to be negligible in this case. The rate coefficient for the reaction 0. + CO, has
% been determined to be (2*0.5)X 10 ' cm'/sec for ions either in the ground-state or in metastable states.

I. INTRODUCTION II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD AND MEASUREMENTS

The recent observation of doubly charged oxygen ions Our drift-tube mass-spectrometer apparatus and the

in the earth's ionosphere and proposed photochemical essential features of the experimental techniques were

models involving such ions' have motivated several stud- the same as used in our previous study of the On*+ O

ies 2,3 of reactions of 02 " ions with atmospheric consti- and O2+ N. reactions. 2 Again, the minor branch (< 10A)

tuents, most importantly 02 and N.. These measure- of the reaction of Ne 2 " ions with 02 molecules was used

ments indicated that the destruction of O2. ions in reac- as a source of O2" ions, i.e.,

tions with N2 would be considerably faster than the pho- Ne 2 4 0.- O& + other products . (1)

tochemical model had assumed, a finding which has led

" to a search for additional sources of &Z ions.4 Since the original work was carried out, the efficiency

of the ion detection system has been improved signifi-

In another context, Dalgarno et al. 5 performed theo- cantly, so that, in a neon carrier gas with small addi-

retical calculations of the charge transfer of 02" ions tions of O (typically ~ 3x 10-5 Torr of 02 in 0. 5 Torr of

with helium and found a moderate rate coefficient for neon), it is possible to analyze the detailed structure of

.., the process, k- 2x 10-1 cnn3 .sec, at temperatures near the 02. arrival spectra produced by the reaction. It was

1000'K. Since this result was in sharp contrast to the found that the three low-lying states of Ne 2 (i.e., the

very small value, - 10-" cm 3/sec, inferred in the ex- 3p ground state and the 'D and 'S metastable states),

perinent of Howorka el al. ,3 Dalgarno et al. introduced which are distinguishable by their different ionic mo-

adjustments to the theoretically calculated interaction bilities, 7 each contribute to the observed 02 " arrival

parameter to obtain agreement with experiment. Such a spectrum with comparable efficiencies (the 'D state is

large adjustment of the theoretical value seems unsatis- - 3x more effective than the 3P ground state).

' factory and by implication casts doubt on the validity of

- , - calculated charge transfer coefficients. It appeared An example of an O2* arrival spectrum is shown in

.c r worthwhile, therefore to investigate alternate possibili- Fig. 1(b), with its decomposition into components aris-

£, ties of reconciling theory and experiment. ing from the different Ne 2 states [shown in Fig. l(a)].
o (Since, in neon, OZ" ions have a higher mobility than do

o a Experience gained in studies of doubly charged rare Ne 2" ions, an 02* component formed from a particular

,* :. : g gis ions s suggested that the experimental measurements Ne 2 state exhibits an arrival spectrum extending from
E . . of Hoorka ci ai.3 might refer to 02" ions in an excited the transit time across the drift region of that Ne " state
a- state, invalidating a comparison with theoretical calcula- to an earlier time corresponding to the O2" transit time.)

. tions for ground state ions. As described below, we Also shown, in Fig. l(c), is an arrival spectrum re-

2' have obtained experimental evidence to support this hy- corded when a small amount of helium (5 x 10
"
3 Torr) was

. -- pothesis and conclude that the theoretical value for the added to the neon carrier gas. It is clear that only one

S 0 2 *43 p) - He charge transfer rate is correct. Further, component of the O' arrival spectrum, the one due to

since the previous experimental measurements2 ' were Ne 2 (3 P), was affected by the addition of helium, indi-

- C, carried out with 2 ions that were either partly or corn- cating that it is composed of O " ions in a different state

- pletely in metastabhle states, the measured reaction rates than the others. Based on theoretical arguments (see

t I might not he applicable to ionospheric models. (Fortu- Sec. ll) this finding suggests identification of this group
Z o natelv, our measurements indicate that charge transfer as 0

2
*'(

3
P), while the other 0 2 ions should be in metasta-

o Z with molecules (02, N) is insensitive to tie particular ble states ('D and'or 'S).

a state of the O2* ion.) Finally, the reaction of O" ions
:- 0 with CO 2 was included in this study because of its pos- The prelerential loss of the leading edge oif the 0

2
(

3
P)

Z sible importance in the ionospheres of the inner, C0 2 - arrival spctrum occurs because those O'" ions were
rich planets. produced it early times (near the drift tube entrance)

J Chem Phys 74(1). 1 Jan 1981 0021 9606/81/010305 03501.00 . 1981 American Institute of Physcs 305
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306 R. Johnsen and M. A. Biondi: Reactions of 0 2* ions

(a) 3 P to gas-density ratio) that the 02* ions' mean energy uas
raised only slightly above ambient (to - 400 'K). Some

2+ data were taken at higher drift fields where the different
Ne 3P 0 states of Ne 2 are no longer distinguishable by differences

in ionic mobilities. It was still possible, however, to
obtain estimates for the rate coefficient of Reaction (2)

at effective temperatures of the 02* ions near 1000 'K.

S The values were similar to those obtained at the lower
I -- temperatures (i.e., between 2, 10-11 and 5 10 "i1 cm3

sec). Obviously, the large uncertainties in the values
precluded determination of the temperature dependence
of Reaction (2).

2u ( p Rate coefficients for the reactions of 0" with 0 and

C- t N2 had been determined in our previous experiments 2 ;
0 however, the presence of several distinguishable states
U 0' M of O2* was not appreciated at that time. In the course

- I I of the present experiments, a search was made for pos-
0 0* sible differences in the rate coefficients for ground-state

and metastable-state O2* ions reacting with 0, N2, and
W CO 2 . No such effects were found. It appears that both

P) -ground-state and metastable O2. ions react with the mo-
lecular gases mentioned above with essentially the same

~2 (rate coefficients. Differences in reactivity of about 20%
should have been detectable but were not found.

0 " I The rate coefficient for the Oz° + CO reaction was mea-
800 900 1000 1100 1200 sured and found to have a value of (2* 0.5) x 10- cm'/sec

at an effective temperature of 400 K. It was not pos-
time (/Asec) sible to determine the product ions of this reaction, since

in all cases the expected products are more abundantly
FIG. 1. Examples of Ne 2" parent ion and 02" product ion arrival produced by the reaction of the unavoidably present Ne"
spectra: (a) Ne2* ions in the indicated states, (b) 0P ions' spec- with CO2 .
trum without addition of helium and (c) with helium added. The
0* arrival spectra are interpreted as superpositions of three
components, each extending from the transit time of 02* to that Il1. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
of the Ne2" parent ion. Conditions: p(Ne) =0.54 Torr, p(O2)
- 10-5 Torr, p(He) =0 (part b) and 5x 10-3 Torr (part c); E/N The experimental results indicate only that two (or
=20 Td. more) different states of 02. were present in the stud-

ies; the identification of these states by experimental
means, as is often the case, is difficult, but the theo-
retical calculations of Dalgarno et al. 5 clearly suggest

and, having traversed a greater distance from their that the state which reacts with helium is the 3p ground
point of creation to the drift tube's exit, have suffered state of 02. Other possible identifications would be 'D
a larger loss in reactions with helium. This effect can or 1S, of which the 1D state can probably be ruled out on
be used to obtain semiquantitative values for the rate theoretical grounds, since Dalgarno el al. 8 have ex-
coefficient of the single-electron charge-transfer reac- tended their calculations to the reaction of O'('D) + He
tion and find that the reaction should be negligibly slow at

4 H (2) near-thermal energies. The identification of the 0'"
'P) +He-0+He* .) state as 'S seems equally unlikely; formation of O('P)

Of the products of Reaction (2) only He* was observable, ions in the process O'('S) -He - O*('P) - He'TS) should

while the O product was obscured completely by the be the favored exit channel for the reaction, but the

larger signal from the charge transfer reaction Ne+ 0,. small exoergicity of the process (about I eV) would lead

Also, the reaction of Ne 2 with helium is fortunately ex- to a potential curve crossing between initial and final

tremely slow, 7 so that its He' product ions, while ob- states at internuclear separations - 1.5 \ 10-7 cm, too

servable, were not confused with those of Reaction (2). large for efficient charge transfer. Indeed, similar
reactions 6 between doubly charged rare gas ions and

Similar data to those shown in Fig. I were taken at rare gas atoms have invariably been found it) be slow

several helium densities and yielded rate coefficients when the exoergicity was less than about 2 eV. By con-
between 2x 10-1 and 5 x 10- 1 1 cm3/sec foi Reaction (2). trast, the reaction O'(IS)4 Ne -O'(1). Ne°( 2 1') is ex-

The uncertainty in this value is largely due to the diffi- oergic by almost exactly 4 eV, which has been found to
culty of accurately decomposing the 02 arrival spectra, be the optimal value for (harte-transfer.f Thus, even
a problem which, in principle, could be overcome by if the 'S state is produced tii our (xlperim ,ts. it should
computer-fitting procedures. The majority of data were be eliminated very quickly in reactions with the abundant

taken at sufficiently low values of E/N (the electric field carrier gas neon. We therefore conclude that the state

% %.
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Mobilities of ground-state and metastable 0+, 0 + ,  2+, and
2 ions in helium and neon

. Rainer Johnsen, Manfred A. Biondi, and Makoto Hayashi )

Department of Physics and Astronomy, Unii, rsity of Pittsburgh. Pittsburgh. Pennsylvania 15260
(Received 4 May 1982; accepted 12 May 19 2)

* The ionic mobilities of 0, O,. 0". and (02* in helium and neon have been measured using a selected-ion
drift apparatus (SIDA). It is found that the nobilities of both 0' and 0, ions in the metastable states ('D or
'17.) are measurably smaller than those if the same ions in their ground states. The detection and
identification of metastable ions was carrici out by using known, state-selective ion-molecule reactions A
similar mobility differentiation of ground-s'ate and metastable ions was not observed for the O ' and O
ions.

4.

I. INTRODUCTION Under typical operating conditions, a mass-selected

Two recent experimental studies' of he reactivity of pulse of ions (containing - 105 ions) is injected into the

metastable 0( 2D) ions made use of the ract that the drift region with an energy of about 10 eV and at a rep-

metastable fraction of the 0 ion sample,- could be read- etition rate of - ith Hz. Following theromalization

ily distinguished from that in the ground state by ex- through collisions with the neutral gas atoms, ihe ion
ploiting a small difference in the ionic nobilities of the cloud traverses the drift tube with a drift velocity ap-itntwo ions in helium gas. The utility of site-specific propriate to the ionic mobility, applied electric fieldto iand gas density. Those ions effusing through the exit
mobilities in studies of low-energy ion-molecule re-' actions is obvious, but available mobilit. data suggest orificeof the drift region (approximately one ion of the
tatin ge nerionic b a mobilit da seryeltt 105 injected per pulse) are mass analyzed and detectedthat, in general, ionic mobilities depend very little on by a particle detector (channel electron multiplier)..' the inte rnal state of the ion unless sym m etry effects a re Io c un s a e c u m l t d i a m l i h n el n ly r

".,--' important. The abovementioned case of 0 ions in hel- Ion counts are accumlated in a mutichannel analyzer/.r2 ium was the only example in which state- specific mobil- operated in a time-of-flight mode. The mean transit
time of ions through the drift tube is then found fromities were observed for ions drifting in a chemically te distribution of counts stored in the multichannel

different gas. analyzer after applying a correction for the brief times

In an attempt to find additional examplis of state-de- of traversal of the mass spectrometers. As is custom-
S, pendent mobilities, we have examined th.' mobilities of ary, the measured mobilities have been reduced to a

molecular and atomic oxygen ions, both singly and standard density of 2. 69x 1019 cm 3 and are given as a
doubly charged, in the gases helium and neon. Several function of the electric field to neutral gas density ratio
of these ions are known to possess meta:,table states, E/N in units of Td(1 Td = 10.17 V cm2).
and ion-molecule reactions are known t at can be used
to identify the particular states. Heliun. and neon were The experimental uncertainties arising from inaccu-

4 E chosen as the neutral atoms since, because of their racies in voltage and pressure measurements are $ 1%.
.,2 small electrical polarizabilities, the ion-atom interac- A larger source of error, unavoidable in this type of

- tion is not dominated by the long-range polarization apparatus, is associated with the injection of ions into
* =: . force, which leads to mobilities which are not state the drift cell at an energy considerably in excess of the

-1 specific, final drift energy. This "injection effect" leads to an0 erroneously large value for the mobilities measured at
II. APPARATUS AND EXPERIMENTAL METHOD lower gas pressures (an error of - 51' at a pressure of

-E 0.25 Torr, compared to - 1%, at 1 Torr). Therefore,
2 The measurements were carried out itn the selected where necessary, the data were corrected by corre-

a . ion drift apparatus (SIDA) shown schematically in Fig. 1. sponding amounts. In order to test the accuracy of the
o The drift tube proper, the mass filter used for ion anal- data, the mobility of Ne" ions in neon was measured and
V C ysis and the associated electronic equipment were the compared with the values obtained by Helm : the agree-

-" ' ' ' " ' =u same as used in a simpler version of the apparatus ment was better than 2
, which has been described several times. An additional

vacuum chamber was added which contai'ed the electron 111. MEASUREMENTS
- - impact ion source and a quadrupole mas!. filter to select A. Mobilities of oxygen ions of fn/q = 16 in helium

-A , ions of the desired mass-to-charge rati, from among3 those produced in the ion source. This .rrangement, At low values of E/N, three groups of oxygen ions

- primarily intended for ion-molecule reaction studies, with aisass-to-charge ratio , iq 16could be distin-
0 - was also found to be advantageous in studies of ion guished by their different mobilities in helium. An ex-

mobilities. ample of a recoirde arrival-time spectruin is given in
0

E 4 Fig. 2, which is typical of the (tiaa obtained .at low F 'N
*% "% ' L- Nagoy a Institute of "l('chrol, v%, (;okIiso-iho. ,w~i-Iu. and pressures near I Torr. It is clear that the inten-

Nagova, ,;apan. sities of the throe rtups of ol.. are comparable and

J. Chem Phys. 77(5). 1 Sept 1982 0021.9606/82/172545.04502.10 C 1982 AmerlLan Iiflstte Of Physpcs 2545
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that the assumption of a purely ground-state 0* ion sam- is therefore concluded that the ion of lowest mobility
pie would be erroneous. The identification of the two is Q*('Z,), possibly with vibrational excitation near
ions of higher mobilities has been discussed in detail v =5.
previously.2; the fastest ion is evidently 0'(4S), while

The measured mobilities in helium are shown in the 
the ion with the next highest mobility has been identified uppermost pmrtion of Fig. 3. Above E/N =40 it was
as metastable 0( 2 D), with a possible admixture of
0*( 2p). not possible to resolve the different groups of ions; thus

no attempt was made to distinguish the ion mobilities at
The third ion group (lowest mobility) was found to higher E/N. Data over a larger range of E/N for U'(2 D)

have a significantly higher appearance potential than the have been obtained by Rowe et al.? using a different
other two ions. The suspicion that this ion was O, method described by those authors.
rather than another metastable state of 0* was con-
firmed by tests in which the reactivity of this ion with B. Mobilities of oxygen ions of m/q -32 in helium
other gases was investigated. When traces of N2 were
added to the helium, the ion was rapidly converted into Mobilities of 0 ions in helium have been measured

two ions N; and 02 (with a rate coefficient of 2x 10-9 previously. 6 From experiments in which both ground-

cm 3/s). Similarly, when neon was added to the helium,
both Ne" ions and 02 ions were produced. Both obser-
vations are consistent with single charge transfer from 26 =

an initial, doubly charged ion. According to the cal- (.o 99 To,.02O 0* •s 0 77

culations by Hurley5 of the Oz (iZ,) potential energy 24 0 020 -* q0
curves, single charge transfer of this ion with neon ' *0 39

would be nearly energy resonant, which is generally 22 .4 (-) 0 " ,°14

not sufficient for low-energy charge transfer from 20 -
doubly charged ions. It seems likely, though, that the 0 2

Oz ion is formed by vertical ionization into a vibra- 18 - 06 v , . - ,

tionally excited state with v ' 5. in which case charge Heium
transfer with neon would be exoergic by about 2 eV. It U Z 0,06% 2%-% 0;z(2n,) . 096 T-,

0'[ 069
'" 20 0 33 o ,

v~ 014-u , 0 2(nfl) *:,0i

p(He) = 095 Tort 44

4 (4S) E/N : 10.9 Td 16 "
0*

2 14 " 1

o 24

0 22 0 0 53 To.
O0 6

20 109

400 500 600 700 800 0 40 80 120 160
orrivol time (/4sec) E /N Td -

FIG. 2. Lxamle of an arrival-time spectrum of mi 'q lI; amu l'Pi. :. Meakj ed reduced nobilities of singl\ and doubly .1
ions in hlihum gas at p(lte) = 0.!5 Torr. E/N- 10. ''d, and charged oxvgv;i ions in helium as a function of E, ,\ at a gas
drift region length 35.6ii Cm. temperature oI :100 K.
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state and metastable (4 11) O ions were known to be
present, it was concluded that the mobilities of the two
ions were nearly the same. The present experiments 10 0

° (45) Neon
confirm the finding that the difference in mobilities is 9 %'o

" . indeed very small, but under suitable conditions (pres-
sures near 2 Torr and low E/N) a slight splitting of the 8 o .

, O arrival peaks is detectable, as indicat(d in the mid- o-1bog a d oC ' 54

dle portion of Fig. 3 by the arrows. 7 02

- 0T~(4fl) ions are known6 to undergo a charge transfer O*(B[OnP o 9; To,,
reaction with argon which is not energetically possible > o 0C34•,for 0 ground-state ions. By adding small amounts of -. o{ o * A A

argon to the helium it was found that the slower group E O* (4

of O ions reacted with argon and hence contained the
metastable fraction of the O, ion samples. While the :to
dependence of ionic mobilities on gas temperature was t o
not the subject of this study, a limited number of mea- IS
surements were carried out in a smaller, low tempera- 9°- A o48
ture drift tube at 77 K. It was noted that the splitting '9 0,. 0 oeof the 0O2 arrival spectrum into two distinct components 8
was larger than at room temperature.

7
C. Mobilities of oxygen ions of mlq=8 in helium

Although the yield of O&* ions produced by electron 0 20 40 60 80
impact on 02 was very small (less than 0.1% of that of E/N (Td)0*), for mobility measurements this method of generat- FIG. 4. Measured reduced mobilities of singly and doubly
ing 02* was found preferable to the indirect method' via charged oxygen ions in neon as a function of E/N at too K.
the Ne2* +02 reaction used previously. It is also known
from previous work7 that ground state &2 ions undergo
charge transfer with helium; consequently the mobility E. Maitties of oxygen ions of m/q=32 in neon
of these ions in helium cannot be determined. The 02'
ions observed in the present experiment were therefore The arrival time spectra of O ions in neon showed a
expected to be in either or both of the low lying 'D and clear splitting into two components of comparable in-
'S metastable states. tensity. The ions in the group of lower mobility were

No sfound to undergo a charge transfer reaction with argon*, No splitting of the observed O> arrival spectra into which is typical of O ions in the 'l11 metastable state,

distinguishable components was observed, which may suggesting this as the most likely identification. The
indicate either that only a single metastable state was ion group of higher mobility did not react with argon,
present or that both states, 'D and 'S, yield the same in group otino ra ion ,
moblities in helium. The mobility of O " ions in hel- suggesting that this group contains only 0 ions in the

- u t p fground state. At E/N values above -20 Td, the dis-ium (see the lower portion of Fig. 3) shows a pronounced tinguishability of the two ion groups was poor; conse-maximum at E N values near 55 Td, indicating a weakly quently the average mobility of the mixed ion sampleattractive potential between 02* and He. Because of the was measured (see middle portion of Fig. 4).low intensity of this ion, it was not possible to extend
the measurements to significantly higher /N. F. Mobilities of oxygen ions of mlq = 8 in neon

-.
D. Mobilities of oxygen ions of m/q = 16 in neon While the arrival time spectra did not give any indi-

Two readily distinguishable groups of ,q = 16 ions cation of the presence of more than one state of the 0*
"- were found in neon. Reactivity tests similar to those ion, tests showed that only a portion of the ion popula-

performed in helium to identify the ion groups were tion reacted with helium by charge transfer. This re-
also made in neon. As in helium, the slower of the action, ascribed to O'(p) ground-state ions, has beenstwo O* ions reacted rapidly wi th o e N r and O by studied recently. 7 These results suggest that at leastcharge transfer, suggesting a metastable ion, most two states of 02 are produced by electron impact on 0.chrbabl tansfer, su teing aheaste go ion mos but that the ionic mobilities of the ions in differentprobably the 2D states are very nearly identical. The results of the
found to react slowly with 02 and N2 , which is typical of "ses are rnel int he rslt of Fg4
0' ions in the 4S ground state. The ion 0' was not ob- measurements arc shown in the lower portin of Fig. 4.
served in neon, since, as noted in Sec. III A, 0 ions IV. DISCUSSION OF RESULTSare rapidly destroyed by charge transfer with neon.
Compared to measurements in helium, the separability The experimental data presented in the precedingof the two 0 ion groups in neon was considerably better, section indicate that the selection of excited states ofmaking neon the gas of choice for measurements where ions through mobility differentiation may be feasible in

, separation of the two ions is desired. The measured more cases than previously thought. This effect can be
mobilities are shown in the uppermost portion of Fig. 4. exploited in measurements of ion-molecule reaction

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 77, No. 5, 1 September 1982
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2548 Johnsen, Biondi, and Hayashi: Mobilities of oxygen ions 10

rates where the presence of metastable ions is often a and the reduced mass of the ion-atonm pair, .i, pre-

disturbing factor or where reactions of metastable spe- dicted by the Langevin formula.
cies are under investigation. The results certainly
should not be generalized; in a number of cases ground- ACKNOWLEDGMENT
state and metastable ions have nearly identical mobil-ite;therefore, the absence of an observable mobility This research was supported, in part, by Air Force
ities; thrfrteasneo nosral oiiy Cambridge/DNA under Grant No. F19628-81 -K-002.
difference does not imply the absence of metastable
ions.
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LABORATOR'- %'EASUR:2IENTS OF THE ASSOCIATION RATE COEFFICIENIS OF NO+ , 0+. N4, AND N' IONS 'ITII
N AND CC., AT TEMPERATURES BETWEEN 100 K and 400'K

*,. Seksan Dheandhanoo and Rainer Johnsen

* Department of Physics and Astronomy
University of Pittsburgh

Pittsburgh, PA
' '., "'(Pece've" 3.1 "arch V]qq)

AlSTrFACT

+ "+
Rate coefficien's for the association reactions of NO+ ions wit., N, and CO ,O. with

N2 , and N+ and N with .,'-_ have been determined as a function of ga temperture ina Ibara-

tory experiment employi.g a variable-temperature drift-tube apparatus. The me.ashred rate
coefficients were titte,: to power laws of the form k = C (T/300)x where the exponcnt , X
ranged from 2.2 to 4.3. The strong temperature dependence observed in the cast U! the, re-

* action of NO+ with ':, (:, = 4.3) supports the th.'sis by Arnold et al. (1979) that the topenra-
ture variability of 5-rcgion ion densities is a result of this reaction step in the ion
clustering sequence.

4-' 1. INTRODUCTIO:N

It has been recognized for some time that three-body association reactions of lons
-'.' with atmospheric gases provide the principal mechanism by which the primary ions in the D-

-' region are converteJ to the hydrated ion species observed by rocket borne mass spectrometers.
- . The variability of total ion content and ion density profiles in the D-region has been

ascribed (Arnold et al. 1979) to the effect of ambient gas temperature on three-body
. 4'€" association reactions, which is particularly strong in the case of reactions leading to

weakly bound cluster ions. Laboratory measurements of such reaction coefficients are thus
naturally of interest for model calculations of the D-region ion chemistry.

While experimental techniques to study ion-molecules reactions are very well develof-cd.
several complications arise in measurements involving weakly bound cluster ions. Unless
precautions are taken, such as working at low gas temperatures and providing "scavenger"
molecules to prevent the re-dissociation of the product ion clusters, the resulting rate co-

.' .J efficients can be seriously in error. The measurements described below were carried out in a
variable-temperature drift-tube mass-spectrometer, which was specifically constructed for
such measurements, and the known complicating effects were taken into account. The rate co-
efficients were measured under strictly thermal equilibrium conditions at temperatures close
to those er.ounzerad in the D-region. Nitrogen was used as the carrier gas rather than the
frequently used helium in order to provide more realistic conditions.

4'.". The reactions of N+ and NJ ions with N2 are probably not of importance in the D-region
but they wer studied for comparison with other experimental data and because of their intrin-
sic interest as basic reactions. The possible role of reactions of ions with neutral, van der

%' Waals dimers will be discussed briefly since such reactions have recently been proposed as
alternative reaction p.ths in both the D-region anti laboratory measurements (Calo and Narcisi
1980).

2. EXPERIf'ENT!AL METHOD AND APPARATUS

The variable-temperature drift-tube apparatus used in this work has been described in
detail previously (Johnsen et al. 1979).

%.' As in earlier measurements of other reactions, short pulses of parent ions (NO+, 0+,
"-* etr.) were injected .,to a drift-reaction chamber containing the reactant gases under study.

By application of suitably programmed electric drift fields the ions were transported to the
center of the drift chamber, at which time the electric field was turned off and the ions
were allowed to react for a variable length of time. Upon restoration of the drift fild the
ions traversed ti.e remaining part of the drift chamber and representative samples of the ion
",-nulation were withdrawn from the chamber through a small sampling orifice for subsequent

i -sq analysis and det,,ction. The reaction rates were then obtained fro, the observed decre.se

933
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-i_. parcit ion's numb.r density with increasing rection t C. Corrcctions %cr, ..

L, L , a'count losseF. of ions h lateral diffusion to , cii.,rbvr walls . kTEe rri t .- ~rarure Was adjui #,'.' by flowing liquid nit-oc'e through a c, ol.*n, jacket

u:rroulning the chamber or heatint the chamber by means of electric heaters. All measure-
cntF described in this article were made under conditions where the electric drift field was
ni-sent duria the reaction time. Consequently, the que-stion of ionic velocity distributions
in the prc:.once of electric fields did not arise in this work.

In order to measure the forward rate coefficient of the association reactions it was
fot;nd necessary to inhibit thermal redissociation of the weakly bound cluster ions by convert-
4'n;; ther into more stably bound cluster ions. An application of this "scavenging" technique
to the reaction of NO

+ 
in N2 and an analysis of the pertinent rate equations have been de-

s:ribed earlier (Johnsen et al. 1975). In addition to estimating the permissible concentra-
tions ot scavenging molecules from the rate equations experimental tests were made to ensure

that the scavenger concentration was sufficiently large to prevent redissociation ot the
pcirary reaction products without introducing additional unwanted reaction paths.

Because of their small binding energies cluster ions are susceptible to fravmentation
by collisions with residual gas molecules in the transfer space between the drift chamber and
the mass spectrometer. Unless this effect is taken into account, the resulting fragoent ions
will contribute to the parent ion signal entering the mass spectrometer from the drift
chamebtr and one would obtain erroneously small decay rates of the parent ion. Fortunately,

the transit times of clustered and unclustered parent ions were found to be sufficiently
different such that this "false" parent ion signal could be subtracted from the observed
signal. Conditions were avoided where this separation of the two parts of the parent ion
.ignal was not possible with adequate accuracy.

3. MEASUREMENTS ANT) RESULTS

A. NO + 2N-

Reactive equilibrium between the association reaction

NO+ +2 N -. NO N2 + N7 (1)

.nd its inverse reaction, thermal dissociation

NO+ N2 + N2  NO + 2 N2  (2)

was prevented in these measurements by adding about 2Z nitric oxide to the nitrogen. In

t!.is case the switching reaction

NO+ N2 + NO - NO
+ 

NO + N2  (3)

con:vorred the NO N2 ions into the more stable NO
+ 

NO ions at a much higher rate than that
of reaction (2) and the decline of the NO+ 

density reflected the conversion rate due to
: action (1) only. The effectiveness of the NO scavenger was estimated by assuming a rate

cc':'ficient for reaction (3) of at least 1O-11 cm3 /:;ec and values of the rate coefficient
of reaction (2) from previous experiments. Expcriintally, the effectiveness of the

tinavenger concentration was monitored by observing the disappearance of NO
+ 

N2 in the ion
mass spectrum upon addition of NO and also by noting that further increases of the NO
cncon:ration (up to 6% of N2) had only a negligible effect on the rate of decline of the
r ."rat ions NO+ .

The measured rate coefficientat temperatures between 100 K and 180 K and N2
densities of typically 1 x 1036 cm

- 3 
are shown in Fig. 1. Expressed in the functional form

of i power law, the rate coefficient k, may be written as

k, - (3 t 0.3) x 10-31 (300/T) 4 . 3 
cm6 /sec (4)

,'re t.c coefficient were obtained by fitting to the present data only. It seems ren:.ark-
.ble that an extrapolation of the present data to 300 K reproduces an independent determ.ina-
ti, n ,i Lt 300 K by Heimerl and Vanderhoff (1974) quite well, as indicated in Fig. 1.

,,ilo the rate coefficient for thermal dissociation of NO+ N, in N., reaction (2),
..- act mc.sit-ed directly in this work, it may be inferred from. prevlouslyvmeasured equili-
hi i.!-; constants (Johnson et al. 1975, Turner and Coiway, 1976) K = k1 /k, and Eq. (L).
* t1. the ,,qeilibrium constants given by Johnson et ol. one obtains for

.- : v..*-.-.- .. .. '-.,-,-~,:-. -. *-.- ! -*q* .~J .
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k(i) = 1.5 x 10-
8
(300/T)

4 "
- e.p(-20 'J/T) cm/sc ,)

Calculated vZiIs for k., ba-sed on this expression are ts,, n is a dashed line in Fi,,. 1.

B. 0 + 2 N,

In rany respec ts Lhu m-.surements of the assuciition of 0 ions With N)

0 + 2 N - 0 2 + N, (6)
2 2 2 2 2 6

were quite similar to those. of NO+. In order to circumvent the problem of thernal di.s-
sociation of C* N 2 ions, i.e. the reaction

5 0+

02 +N 2 + N2 02 + 2 N2 , (7)

typically 1.5-3.5% of oxygen were added to the nitrogen with the result that the switching"

reaction
0' + N 2  + 0 2 +

0 2  02 04 + N2  
(8)

quickly converted the 0
+ 

N2 ions into the more stable 04 ions. By using varying ad"ix-

tures of 0, it was es:ablished that the measured rate coefficient for reaction (6) did
not depend on the particular 0, concentration chosen. The measured rate coefficientN k6

for reaction (6) are shown in Pig. 2 as a function of the gas temperature. The data in

Fig. 2 may be fitted quite well by a power law of the form

, k 6 (i) - (1.0 ± 0.1) x 10- 30
(300/T) 3.2 cm6 /sec (9)

As indicated in Fig. 2, an extrapolation of the present data to 300 K using Eq. (9) agrees

rather well with an independent measurement of k6 by Howard et a). (1972). The temperature

dependence of therral disscciation of D+ N with N2 may be inferred from Eq. (9) and the

measured equilibriL:i constants of Janik ana Conway (1976) for the inverse reactions (6)

and (7). One obtains the expression:

k7 (T) - 1.7 x 10-7(300/T)
3
.
2 

exp(-2676/T) cm
3
/sec (10)

Values of k7 calculated from this expression are also plotted In Fig. 2.

,0 . ... Fjg. I Measured rate coefficients
k - k1 for association of NO

+ 
ions in

, N7. Open circles: present data. Other

k 0o k data points marked It + V: Ucimerl and
Vanderhoff (1974), SAG: Smith et al. (]Q77),

t p eO JilB: Johnsen et al. (2979). Open squircs:

's ,Inferred rate coefficients k- - k, for

thermal dissociation of NO+ N,. ?Use
right-hand scale to read values of k-.)

-E -30 - 13

3, ,' '00

id
I

3

% , ,' NO + 2N2= NO NZ+N2

U:.,
100 1 50 200 300 400

Tefrperoijre (K)

.9*%
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C. : 0' + O, + N,

At the tcitiperature's used in the :-.'.: iment the ion NO+ CO, was sufficcirtly stable
against thermal dissociation to permit a direct measurement of the reaction rate of

NO+ + CO2 + N2 - NO+ 
CO 2 +N 2 ()

wit!,jut er.ploying scavenger gases. Rate coefficients for this reaction were derived from
the observed decay rates of NO+ ions in N2-CO2 mixtures in which the CO2 admixture was
typically from 5 to 20% of the N2 concentration. Generally, the N2 concentration was held
constant and measurements were carried out at different CO2 densities in order to obtain
the increase of the effective rate coefficient with CO2 addition. The quality of the data
was somewhat poorer than that obtained in the other measurements because of the difficulty
of keeping gas temperature and both gas concentrations constant for extended periods of
time. The data points shown in Fig. 3 are possibly subject to errors on the order of 30%
at the lower temperatures because of this difficulty. It seems unlikely though that the
disagreement between the present data and those by Dunkin et al. (1971) and Smith et al.
(1977) was caused by a systematic error in the present work. The temperature dependence
of kll based on fitting a power law to the data may be expressed as:

k 3 f (1.4 + 
0.4) x 10-

2 9 ('300/T) 4
.

0 
cm 6/sec (12)

..

-T13

E 

66
S G

,0 , 0 °  
N O + C O + N , k  -  

N O * C 2 + N
i + k*

0* + e 2 N 0 N + N 2r
"I. I , . I , ' I C

100 SO 200 300 400 100 150 OO 300 400 500

Temperotufe (K) Temperole (K)

Fig. 2 leasured rate coefficients Fig. 3 Measured rate coefficients
k
+

= k6 for association of 02 ions k 
+  

kll for association of NO ions in
with N2 . Open circles: present CO2 with N2 as third body. Open circles:
data. Point carked HBRK from Howard et Present data. Points marked SAG from
i1. (1972). Open squares: Inferred Smith et al. (1977). Point marked D
r,.te coefficients k- - k7 for thermal from Dunkin et al. (1971).
di f,,.'at ion of 01 N2. (Use right-
han .ccale to read values of k-.)

a-... . . .
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-2N 2 andN. +2 N

Both N: and N+ are stable again:it :Irnal dissociation at thv tumperatui-s us-d
. '4

such that the forward rate coefficient of the reactions
+ +-

N ++2 N -N + +N
2 3 2 (3

a IN

4
could be measured over a wide range of temperatures without difficulty. lixv.ik-up ol N
ions into N, + N2 was observed, however, as a result of collisions with rc-idul gas

molecules it the transfer space between thc drift chamber and the mas p 't , 1.r. 1 he
r, ions resulting from collisional dissociation were distinguishabIt. friti thos, Nt, io('l.
eftering from the drift chamber by their different transit times (the ionic mobilVty of
N in N is larger than that of by about 25%).

2 The measured rate coefficients for reaction (13) are shown in Fig. (,) as a
* .function of gas temperature. The agreement of the present data obtained at 300 K with
4. the drift tube measurements by Moseley et al. (1969) is seen to be excellent. The: depenVld-

ence of k13 on temperature is quite well described by the pow.r law:

k1 3 = (2 - 0.2) x 10-29(300/T)
2 "
0 cn6/se(

S.'% The results for reaction (14) are shown in Fig. 5 together with th, 300 K mca-

surements by oseleyet al. (1969) and the results obtained by Bohringer anid Arnold (1982)
at temperatures from 45 K to 400 K. There appears to be a systematic disagree:cnt between

41 1 the data by Bohringer and Arnold and the present data as well as the 300 K data by
Moseley et al. of about 30% at 300 K. A further measurement (Neot-Nor and Field 1974)
also yielded somewhat larger rate coefficients in the temperature range between 250 K and
500 K. The disagreements between different measurements in the case of this rather
uncomplicated reaction indicate that unrecognized systematic errors are still present in
so.e experimental techniques, but it is difficult to identify the problen.s.

N+2 5 wN+N N2Nz N" I
,y N+ 21y, = N, + Ne

. , 2

+4"E, 100 7O ,O

0 100 150 200 300 400 500 00 500 000

Temperoture (K) Temperoawre (9l

Fig. M Measured rate coefficients k+ ' k13 Fig. 5 Measured rate coefficients
for association of N+ ions in N2 . Open circles: k = kl4 for association of N + ions
Present data. Point marked M from Moseley et in N2. Open circles: Present data.
al. (1969). Point marked M from Moseley et al.

(1969). The dashed line marked B + A
represents the data by Bohringer and

L_ ~ Arnold (1982) as fitted by those authors.

frA least-squares fit to the present data yields a temperature dependence of k1.?.':."in the form.:

x (5. +-29 2,14 m/e

(k14  5.0 0.5) x 10-(300/T) cm6/sc (16)

.-P.v....

-,--..%
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.DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

.l far as applications of the ,r,ent rsult! to D-re;ion ion chemistry are

,,n,-.rnv,1, the most important of the reactions studied is probably the asbociation of NO
, wih N%,, which is thought to be the lirst and rate limiting step in the NO*

I l.ttrin;~ sequence. The results presented here essentially confirm the conclusions
drdwn earlier (Johnsen et al. 1975) on the basis of incomplete experimental data. The
!e:.sured r.,te coefficient exhibits the strong temperature dependence, k a T-4 "3 , required
by the model of Arnold et al. (1979), which yielded a T-5 dependence. Thus, it appears
tnu.t the ssential features of the model are correct.

The clustering of 01 with N2 is probably of lesser impcrtance under normal D-region
conditions, but it may play a role under disturbed conditions (Arnold et al. 1979).
Quantitative model predictions for the temperature dependence of this reaction unfortu-
nately are not available.

Approaching the problem from a distinctly different point of view, Calo and
-.rclsi (lj80) recently proposed that the conventional three-body clustering mechanis

are deficient, since no allowance is made for reactions with neutral dimers, which should
- be preaent in the 0-region and also in laboratory measurements. For instance, reactions

of the type

NO+ + N2 N2 - NO+ N2 + N2  (17)

coald produce the same product ions as three-body association and, since the diner
concentration increases with the square of the N2 density, the reaction would exhibit
thw same reaction order as a three-body reaction with an apparent rate coefficient

=k' = k1 7 Kequ. where Kequ. - [N2 N23 / [N2| iN23 .

From the theory of Stogryn and Hirschfelder (1959), Calo and Narcisi
obaincd K = 7.6 x 10-23 cm3 at T = 187 K. ( Due to a typographical error
Lhe number 0,en in that article is too small by a factor of ten. Narcisi, private
comr.unication). Assuming that k1 7 . lo-9 cm3 /sec one obtains k* - 7.6 x 1o - 32 cm6 /sec,
,which is only 3.8 % of the measured value for k1 at 187 K. The higher estimates for
the .i.Tr contribution given by Calo and Narcisi are due to their assumption of a smal-
icr vhue for k1. Furthermore, the estimates for Ke  are based on the free-rotor
roOdel of N2 molecules in the dimer, which appears to give dimer concentrations 100
timevs largor than observed experimentally (Leckenby and Robbins, 1965). In conclusion,
it seems that dimerization of N2 has only a negligible effect at D-region temperatures
and zhat laboratory measurements yield actual rather than apparent three-body asso-
ciation coefficients.
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Electron-temperature dependence of dissociative recombination of electrons with CO' .(CO), -
series ions
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A microwave-afterglow mass-spectrometer apparatus has been used to determine the dependence on electron." temperature T, of the recombination coefficients a. of the dimer and trimer ions of the senes CO* .CO,. We find
a r = (.3*0.3) X0'-[T,(K)/300[" and a, = (1.9±0.4)x 10 '[T.(K)/3001 03'cm'/sec Thesedependenceson 7
are quite different from those obtained previously for polar-cluster ions of the hydronium and ammonium series but
are similar to that for simple diatomic ions.

i. INTRODUCTION tron heating is achieved by application of micro-
T p f r y o cwave power via a low-Q (-10) TE 1,, cavity mode.
The capture of electrons by ions of the carbon The time histories of the various afterglow ions

monoxide series, CO*- (CO),, where n=0,1,2 ....., are determined by sampling the ions which diffuse
is of interest for several reasons. These ions to the cavity wall and effuse through a small ori-
may be important in ionized media where CO or fice into a differentially pumped quaclrupole mass
CO 2 are among the neutral constituents, as in filter.
some laser plasmas or in the ionospheres of cer- The principal steps in the formation of the ions

• tain planetary atmospheres. Thus, determinations of interest are thought to be (a) electron-impact
% of the electron-ion recombination coefficients for excitation of neon to a metastable state Ne', (b)

WW the appropriate ions provide needed inputs to Penning ionization of CO molecules via
.4, model calculations of the behavior of these plasmas.

More fundamentally, previous studies'-3 have
shown that recombination coefficients for ions to
which strongly polar molecules are clustered ex-
hibit a very different variation with electron tern- CO*+ CO+ Ne:CO" • CO+ Ne, (3)
perature than that observed for dissociative re- and
combination of unclustered molecular ions!' The
present study extends the cluster-ion work by ex- CO* - CO+ CO + Ne -CO" - (CO)2 + ?te. (4)
amining recombination of ions clustered with weak- The relative abundance of ions in the afterglow is
ly polar molecules, i.e., the dimer and trimer controlled by varying the gas temperature from
ions, CO* • CO and CO* • (CO)2 , where the recom- -250 to 300 K and the partial pressure of CO from
bination reaction is most probably -20 to 100 mTorr, thereby affecting the equilibria

CO*" (CO).+ r'CO* (CO).-C*+ O*+ n(CO); of reactions (3) and (4). (Under the conditions of
(1) the present measurements the CO* ion was never

the asterisks indicate that the products may be a significant ion throughout the afterglow, so that
electronically excited, its recombination coefficient was not determined.)

Under the conditions obtaining in the present
11. METHOD OF MEASUREMENT AND DATA study, that is, the ions present in significant con-

ANALYSIS centrations decay together during the afterglow,
it has been shown' that the electron continuity

The microwave-afterglow mass-spectometer equation can be written as
apparatus is the same as that used previously in aequation cannberwritten as
study of the polar-cluster ions3 and nas been de- an (r, t) tyn2 +D 5
scribed in some detail? A microwave discharge t - o,, n, + D1 Vn,, (5)
lasting typically 0.1 msec and repeated at a 10-Hz
rate is generated in 5-20 Torr of neon containing where o,ff, the effective recombination coefficient,
an admixture of a few tenths percent of carbon is given by cf.ff = Z n/,, in which the f, are the
monoxide. The "microwave-averaged" electron fractional concentrations (essentially time inde-

'density ff.. during the afterglow is obtained from pendent) of each afterglow ion and 1), is the ambi-measurements of the resonant-frequency shift of polar diffusion coefficient appropriate to a mixture

the high-Q TMo10 cavity mode,' while steady elec- of positive ions,6 whose separate D values are
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estimated from the Langevin (polarization) mobili- +
ties 7 of ions moving in neon. Usually only two 1
ionic species are present in significant concen- T 0 T=30K d
trations during the afterglow (e.g., the dimer and 5mTorr a
trimer ions); therefore aff may be written as : To

with a, the dimer- and a,2 the trimer-ion recom- E
bination coefficients. 

u 0

A computer solution". of Eq. (5) with appropriate 0 tO
values of af and D, yields the predicted spatial - O
and temporal variation of the electron density, 0

from which predicted values of n-. (t) can be ob- ,€ 0tained. Since the measurements of the microwave -A /

cavity's resonant-frequency shift during the after- k
glow directly yield W. (t), the value of a. may be .

determined from these measurements by obtaining
a best fit to the data of computer-generated solu-
t tions of Eq. (5), using the known values of D. and 7 /
treating a ,f as a parameter. , 9

0 5 to 15
Il1. RESULTS ofterglow time (ms)

A number of attempts were made to achieve con- FIG. 2. I/i',. vs time "recombination decay" plots
ditions in which CO' ions were the principal after- for various electron temperatures under the same con-
glow ions, however, without success. Consequently, ditlons as Fig. 1. The solid lines represent best-fit

we were unable to determine the recombination computer solutions of Eq. (5) to the data. The zero

coefficient for the CO* monomer ion. times for the different T. runs are displaced for clarity.

The recombination coefficient for the dimer ion,
CO" • CO, was inferred from those data runs in representing greater than 90% of the total ion
which the dimer was the only ion of significance, count. Referring to Fig. 1, it will be seen that in

this example of our measurements the electron

0 " 5 density decay tracks theCO. COwall current de-
.,e T' T": T: .... "cay (the dashed lines are renormalized if,. values)-. e = T ,= T,=: 300K

and that the CO* concentration is *5% of the dimer
PCO: 25mTorr ion concentration during the -12 msec of the after-

,NO 15To,,
104 " ~ p(tl.) 3

p  3

:;. ,,?: .. co4 co

U E 5 = ""

.2 10 + 10
'E 5-

2 *.. :2  
T T300 O

10 .

AL A & --?

90/ 10s 10 1 5 l.. 'V ." !a .... j,•.°..•I .... I,....p,

. O0 5 10 15 20 Te (K)
ofterglow time (ms) FIG. 3. Variation with electron temperature of the

dimer-on recombination coefficient with T.- T =300 K.
_ FIG. 1. Comparative decays of volume electron (tensi- Each type of symbol indicates a run taken with a given

ty F.w and ion wall currents during the afterglow. The gas filling on a given day. The dashed line represents a
dashed lines represent renormalized values of W.. 70. power-law dependence for a,.

" ... " , "'>"'"'.." ' ,"" "
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-
4

,4 K,,, I0 : -,O,4

In +., /O.  D/

K=.K.KR U /

€ T+ 16

%.oK .9 P-e f2or 0e 84ZO

f%, =0 , fz=.4) XO 3rtr

U,+ - I

CI 6O 2+-- 10 0 00

.+• o -4 . - / t

+ 2

co2 o co o oo1l0 *-+ c A ~ 7
C P:g 3mTorr T= Tn25K

- P =-5Torr Te 250K / / 250K

M I ' = .6,12 =08 P CO= 3or

10 68N". = 00 000 Tort

6 0 0 6 'so 0 00

0&0 0 06 0 a fterglow time (ins)
%,A 096+ FIG. 5. 1/F vs time curves for the same conditions

I I as Fig. 4. The solid lines are best-fit computer solu-

0 5 10 tions of Eq. (5) to the data. The zero times of succes-

ofterglow lime (ms) sive runs are displaced for clarity.

FIG. 4. Comparative decays of n.,. and ion wall cur- variation of the trimer-ion recombination coeffici-

rents In an afterglow in which trimer and dimer tons are ent a2 with T1 shown in Fig. 6 was obtained. Againent a, with prTcpa positiv inFg.6was.ie.gi
the principal positive tons. the different symbols represent different runs.

If one fits the data of Figs. 3 and 6 to simple
glow used to determine a. Figure 2 shows examples power-law variations of the form a - 7,, the re-
of the measured electron-density decays for several sults of the studies can be represented by the
electron temperatures displayed in the "recom- following expressions:

" ~.bination-decay" form of 1/W., vs. t. The solid
lines are computer solutions of Eq. (5) which pro- a[Co- CO](cm 3/sec) = 0.3,0.3)

K vide the best fit to the data. The measured varia-

tion with electron temperature for a for the dimer x I0-6 [T(K)/300j - '34 (7)
ions is shown in Fig. 3. The different symbols
(circles, triangles, squares) indicate separate and
sequences of runs taken some days apart and sug- a[CO" - (CO),}(cmI/sec) = (1.9, 0.4)
gest that the T, variation from one run to the next x /00. 33
is more reproducible than is the absolute value of X 10T(K)3 '

' - a [CO* * CO1 at a given value of Ta The + symbols (8)
indicate the reproducibility of a values determined where the stated uncertainties reflect our estimates
from several runs all at To=300 K. f the systematic and random errors associated

In those runs where the trimer ion, CO# • (CO)2, with the determinations. While the data of Fig. 3
was dominant, it was necessary in many cases to show no systematic deviation from the expression

' correct for the presence of significant fractions show n syste t datiof the exuession,ftednr o.A xmpeo h takn fgiven in Eq. (7), the data of Fig. 6 suggest that
of the dim er ion. An exam ple of the tracking of i ii l y a C '.( O j m y d c e s o e s o linitially a[CO" (co)2] may decrease more slowly
the electron density decay with the decays of with increasing T, than the expression of Eq. (8)

- the trimer and dimer ions is given in Fig. 4. wit s and the e1p re oapE.

* Electron density decays measured at various elec- sugests and then, above 1000 K, more rapidly.
tron temperatures for the case where both trimer IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

'f. (at 84%) and diner (at 16%) ions were present are
shown in Fig. 5. The solid lines represent best- The present studies of recombination of elec-
fits of the computer solutions of Eq. (5) to the data trons with the carbon monoxide family of cluster
to obtain c'*ff vs T,. When the aofr data were ions indicate a dependence of the recombination
corrected via Eq. (6) for the dimer-ion contribution coefficient on electron temperature which is quite
using the appropriate values of o, the inferred like that found for unclustered molecular ions. This

-6%%4
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in CO discharge afterglows did not employ mass

. .. identification of the recombining ions. Thus, the
attribution of a measured recombination loss rate

-6 to a particular ionic species in such studies is, in
,0 our view, rather speculative.

4 . Mentzoni and Donohue interpreted the lack of a
E 5 *(CO) 2  pressure dependence over the range 0.2 -p(CO) -< 2

0 Torr in their recombination coefficient determ in-
ations 2 as evidence that CO* was the dominantT.11 T, 250 K afterglow ion, concluding that a (CO'] - 4 x 10- '

cm' /sec at T. = 775 K. In their earlier work" they

-7 . found a constant value, a 7 x 10- cm3/sec, even
102 5 0

3  
5 1 when the electron temperature was decaying to T,=

300 K during the afterglow; however, in their
Te(K Te (K)second paper" they use this value for T. = 300 K

FIG. 6. Variation of the trimer-ion recombination co- and, on the basis of these two T, values, infer a
efficient with T, for T.= T,=250 K. While the dashed T?°O" dependence for a[CO']. While this T, depen-
line represents a power-law variation of the form a2  dence is reasonable, the absolute value appears
- T;0'3 , the dotted line may better represent the actual to be about a factor of 2, too high,' 0 and may result
variation, from the presence of dimer or trimer ions along

with the CO* monomer. Our mass analysis of ions
result is in sharp contrast to the virtually electron- in discharge afterglows in CO-Ne mixtures indicates
temperature-independent recombination exhibited the presence of a mixture of ions, e.g., CO', CO.
by the clustered ions of the ammonium 2 and hydroni- CO, and CO,, at CO pressures above 0.1 Torr.
um 3 series. Thus, the dimer and trimer ionsof the As noted in Sec. III, we made substantial efforts
CO* • (CO),series exhibit some properties of both to determine ct(CO') but were unable to achieve
unclustered and polar-cluster molecular ions; i.e., conditions in the CO-Ne discharge afterglows where
they have large coefficients at T.-300 K (somewhat CO* was the dominant afterglow ion. For CO par-
greater than 10- cm3/sec), as do comparably tial pressures below -1 mTorr, both neon ions
clusteredNH* • (NH,). and HO ' %HO),series ions; from the buffer gas and impurity ions as well as
however, the dependence of a on T. approaches CO* ions were present, complicating analysis of
that predicted (T ) and observed (-T. to To.) the electron density decays, while for p(CO)>3
for the direct dissociative process for simple mTorr, dimer or more complex ions were domi-
diatomic ions. nant.

The substantially larger a values for the dimer Center"3 studied electron loss by recombination
and trimer ions compared to that expected'0 for in high-pressure afterglows (100 4p(CO) - 700 Torr)
the monomer ion CO' probably result from the in- where cluster ions were almost certainly present

, creased likelihood of electron capture via an in- (as he noted). His values of "a" for the unknown
elastic energy loss to the complex during the ionic mixture are comparable to our values for the
initial Coulomb collision. If the probability of such dimer or trimer ions at T.-1000 K but decrease
inelastic losses varies slowly with electron energy much more rapidly with increasing T,, differing
owing to the many closely spaced rotational and from our results by a factor-3 at T.- 5000 K. In our
vibrational levels in the complex, then the Coulomb view, thisdiscrepancypointsoutthedifficultyof
cross section's l/ energy variation (f is the making quantitative determinations of recombina-
electron energy) dominates the capture. If, in ad- tion coefficients for specified ions in molecular
dition, the stabilization by dissociation of the core gases inthe absence of ionic mass identification.
[refer to reaction (1)] is highly probable, one then
expects a variation of a near T'. Although this
argument makes plausible theCO" - (CO).data, it
appears that a similar argument should apply to the This research was supported, in part, by the
hydronium and ammonium series ions. Thus, the NASA Planetary Atmospheres Program underobserved lack of dependence of * on T, in the Grant No. NGL-39-011-137 and the U.S. Army

latter cases2, 3 is difficult to understand. Research Office/DNA under Grant No. DAAG-29-
Earlier studies"-1 of electron-ion recombination 80-C-0075.I
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Electron-temperature dependence of dissociative recombination of electrons with N2 N2 dimer
ions
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A microwave-afterglow mass-spectrometer apparatus has been used to determine the dependence on ele tron
temperature T, of the recombination coefficient of electrons with the dimer ion N,'-N. We find
a = 1.4 * 0.2)x 10 'I[7, (K/300] " cm'/s over the range 300 < T, !< 5600 K. and T. = '. = 300 K These results
are quite similar to those found for the CO' -CO dimer ion but quite differt-nt from the T dependence inferred
from previous measurements in nitrogen in which the ions were not mass identified.

I. INTRODUCTION described in detail previously.' A microwave
discharge I tsting typically 1 ms and repeated at a

The present study of the variation with electron 10-Hz rate is generated in mixtures of -10-100
temperature T, of the dissociative recombination mTorr of nitrogen and -8-20 Torr of neon. The
of electrons with N, N, dimer ions was under- decay curves of the various afterglow ions are
taken to extend our recent investigations' of the determined by sampling the ions which diffuse to
mechanism of dimer-ion recombination and to the cavity v all and effuse through a small orifice
provide needed data for modeling lower-iono- into a differentially pumped quadrupole mass
spheric regions and high-pressure laser plasmas filter. The "microwave-averaged" electron den-
where such ions might be expected. While the sity I,, du ing the afterglow is obtained from
variation with T,, of the dissociative recombina- measurements of the resonant-frequency shift
tion coefficient a for simple diatomic ions has of the high-Q TM01 0 cavity mode, while steady
been found' to approximate the T 12 dependence electron he Lting is achieved by application of mi-
predicted theoretically for relatively simple crowave power via a low-Q TE1, cavity mode.
diatomic ions, recombination coefficients for Since, as discussed in an earlier paper,' the
cluster ions containing strongly polar molecules, heating microwave electric field produces an
e.g., H3O" "H2 0 and NH" "NH,, exhibit"'4 a very ess.entially Maxwellian electron velocity distribu-

., weak variation, approaching TO. tion,8 it is appropriate to use the electron tem-
A fast dissociative process is expected to be perature T,. to characterize the elevated electron

largely controlled by the initial Coulomb-collision mean energy.
* capture step whose cross section a~,varies as The principal steps in the formation of the

1/( (c is the electron energy) leading to a - T-' nitrogen diiner ion are thought to be the following:
variation of a =(Tv,), where v. is the electron (a) electron-impact excitation of neon to a me-
velocity and the angular brackets indicate averag- tastable stale Ne', (b) Penning ionization via
ing over the velocity distribution. Thus, the Ne" + N2 -Ne + N2 ' + e', and (c) the clustering
finding' of a T 0 '-4 variation of a for the case of and breakup reaction
the dimer cluster ion (CO' CO) seemed quite
reasonable, in contrast to the hydronium and N2 

+ N2  Ne+N,'N 2 + Ne. (I)
ammonium cluster ion results.3 ' .4 However, for The relative abundance of ions in the afterglow
the case of the dimer ion (N2 " I N,), an earlier
infrece is controlled by varying the partial pressure of"neene of a - eednc frT.. T - N2, thereby affecting the equilibrium of reaction
from studies without mass identification of the
ions was difficult to understand, motivating us Fn"- " •For the c ise in which only one ion is present in
to reinvestigate this dimer ion with an apparatus

providing positive identification of the ions under to n m)plrdfuinlstecniutstudy. tion and am~ipolar diffusion loss, the continuity
s y equation for the electrons is given by6

II METHOI)OFMI-ASUREMENT
AND DATA ANALYSIS at- '

The microwave-afterglow mass-spectrometer where Ia is the ambipolar diffusion coefficient.
apparatus and method of measurement have been A point-by-,oint computer solution' of Eq. (2)

,.. .' 24 713 © 1081 1hc Amencin Physical Socet)
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FIG. 1. Comparative decays of volune electron do.nsity ofterylow time (ms)

ff.. and Ion wall current during the afterglow. The FIG. 2. "Recombination decay" plots of l/i,. vs time
dashed line represents renormalized values of W-,. for various electron temperatures. The solid lines rep-

resent best-fit computer solutions of Eq. (2) to the data.
The zero times for the different Te runs are displaced

yields the predicted spatial and temporal varia- for clarity.
tion of the electron density, n,(r, t), from which
values of Tit) may be computed. electron temperature T, is illustrated in Fig. 2.

The measurements of the microwave cavity's The zero time for the different T, runs has been
resonant-frequency shift during the afterglow yield displaced for clarity. The solid lines through the
directly the values of the microwave-averaged data points are the computer solutions of Eq. (2)
electron density i,,(t).6 The value of the recom- which provided a best fit to the data. The a
bination coefficient a is determined by obtaining values inferred from these fits to the data viol
a best fit to the ui, data of the computer-generated the variation of the recombination coeffici ,nt with
solutions of Eq. (2), using values of D. for N, electron temperature. The results of these and
ions in Ne calculated from the Langevin polari- our other measurements are summarized in the
zation interaction formula 0 (empirically increased plot of a(N,*" N,) vs 'e given in Fig. 3. The ex-
by -25% to match data for other ions in neon) and tent of the bar symbols indicates our estimates of
treating a as a parameter. possible systematic and random errors in the

determinations.
Ill. RESULTS A least-squares fit of the experimental data to

a simple power-law dependence of the form
The recombination coefficient of the N, 'N, ion a - 7; yields the result indicated by the dashed

was determined from those runs in which the line in Fig. 3 and given by the expression
dimer was the only ion of significance in the
afterglow, thereby allowing us to employ the simple , .
analysis described above. An examplt of the .... N,

measured decays of electron density and ion wall N"N 2

currents is given in Fig. 1. The ion N2 ' N2 is -6
dominant, with small amounts (-5%) of 42 k0 =. ° ,"
(N"N2) and 44' (probably N2 &O) the only other ET o

detectable ions. In addition, the N2 N2 ion
wall current "tracks" the electron density reason-
ably well throughout the afterglow (the dashed 300 K

line represents the i. curve normalized to the 1,
N2 "N2 data at 5 ms). The slight deviation at '0 2 ... 10

8-10 ms probably reflects the increasing im- Te (K)

•.1 portance of the N'. N2 and NO" ions in the late FIG. 3. Variation with electron t('mlperature I,. of tht'

afterglow, since, if one compares T,.. to the diie'r-ion reconbina tion 'o.ffici'nt (j. The dashed lin.

tntol ion count, the tracking is improved. reprL'sciits a lhust-talu:irts fit to the data of a simplr

The variation of the electron density decays with l1VC'-I:iw €lIl C'fIt((' , I ', .ilg 0.41.

.,'
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u W, N.) (e n'/ s) (1. 4 t0. 2) X101I'T(K)/30 0 "0' , strongly polar molecules. At present we have no
satisfactory explanation, in terms of the recoin-

() bination mechanism, of the "pathological" be-
valid over the measured range 300 -a T.- 5600 K. havior of the hydronium and ammonium-series
The data show no significant systematic devia- cluster ions.
tions from the simple law. The measured T 0 

. dependence for ak(N2 * N2 ) is
much weaker than the -T;' dependence inferred

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS earlier5 b,. combining data from two experiments,

The measured T, variation, a(N N2 ) -T_ .
4 1, one involving an afterglow measurement at 300 K

for the nitrogen dimer ion is similar to that oftego mas-i rente N f tNhins therothe an-
observed in our recent study' of the carbon mo- atrlwmaueeto h eprtr e

noxide dimer ion, a(CO'- CO) - T.O-3, and is pendence of a~ over the range 300-600 K (with

consistent with the expected energy dependence T, = -T. T for an unknown mixture of ions in
-T~

1 fo a ast issciaiveprocssas is-nitrogen at relatively high pressures I(> 10 Torr)."
usdi h nrdcin h eobnto In our view, the results of the present experiment,

mausse invohe trocio f the frecmbnto in which the identity of the ions undergoing re-
may ellinvlve prces of he ormcombination with the electrons is determined,

2 + ~ 2 * 2 -N'+N N,(4) should take precedence over the earlier results.

that is, dissociation of the neutralized "core" ion
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tered neutral molecule.
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